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**CONTENT**

The first book in a series in which a girl and her griffin must take a stand against evil powers. By chance, twelve year old Melody discovers an underground cemetery for mythical creatures and within it, a strangely formed stone. This turns out to be the egg of a small griffin (a mythical creature that is half lion and half eagle). Agravain, as Melody dubs the animal, is a lovable, funny little guy that can speak to Melody through her thoughts. He grows quickly and tells Melody about an ominous threat: the “Brotherhood of Dragons”, which is plotting something evil. When agents of the Brotherhood try to kidnap Melody, Algravain acts as her noble protector and is able to rescue her. But they are by no means entirely out of danger.
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Michael Peinkofer, born in 1969, writes for both children and adults. His fantasay novels for adults have become bestsellers and have been translated into 16 languages.
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